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EDITOR’S LETTER
Hi lovely,
Welcome to another edition of EH
Magazine! As always, it’s a thrill to have
you here with us as we bring you more
event inspiration from around the globe.
I am really loving the international flavor of this particular edition,
with a Canadian cover girl and features of Scottish, Australian and
American entrepreneurs. Events truly are a global phenomenon, with
impact spreading far beyond the borders of our own countries.
In this day and age, there is no limit to the number of people you reach
and the change you can have on the world.
I hope that by reading the stories of our beautiful interviewees that you
feel motivated to continue on your path and keep up your amazing
work serving others in the best way you know how.
And if you need some help getting your events running or you are
looking to uplevel them, please don’t forget about my Ultimate Event
Giveaway that is giving away $4,995 worth of strategy, eProducts and
prizes. No matter where you are in the world, you can enter as I will
be in London, New York, Paris and Melbourne this year.
Head on over to the >>> The Ultimate Event Giveaway <<< now
and get your entry in before the giveaway closes on April 20!
I hope you enjoy this edition of EH Magazine and maybe I’ll even
see you on the pages soon. Don’t forget to check out our contributor
guidelines if you want to be featured as we love interviewing good
people doing good work with their events and communities!
Happy planning!

Jade x
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THE ULTIMATE EVENT
GIVEAWAY!
My business, Event Head, has always strived to give back to the
wider community in many ways.
Through pro-bono work for charities, complimentary copies
of my toolkit to charitable organisations, fundraising events,
donating thousands of dollars to various causes, creating and
providing free resources and materials for those who are just
starting out and more, you can see that one of our core values
is generosity with heart.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO DO THESE
4 KEY THINGS FOR YOUR
BUSINESS?

And now, we are taking things up a notch by providing an
incredible opportunity for an entrepreneur or business owner to
work with me 1:1 to get their business into shape.
As Robert Ingersoll famously said, ‘We rise by lifting others.’
And I’m here to tell you that my business did not get to where it
is today by me being a lone wolf.
I was afforded love, support, cheerleading and opportunities

CAN ONE DAY CHANGE THE
WAY YOU RUN YOUR BUSINESS
FOREVER?

Now it is time to pass it on. To keep the karma going and give
someone an opportunity to create something amazing.
Will you join me?

This luxurious 1 day experience is
going to take your business and
events to the next level.

REVIEW
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business model, I work with clients on these things each and
every day.

management in the finance, entrepreneurial and corporate sectors,

Look at your business model in its entirety and pinpoint the gaps
where potential clients are falling through

I have been afforded incredible experience and the know-how to
help business owners create successful and thriving events.
Over the last decade, my work has been enjoyed by thousands

UPLEVEL

of people across Australia, Europe and the USA. And my events

Go over your whole business strategy with the view to incorporate

and knowledge have been featured in The Herald Sun, The Age,

or uplevel events as an income stream and client attraction strategy

MX, Channel’s 7, 9, 10 and The ABC, The7PM Project Metro
Whip Around, Nova FM, Mix 101.1, Inspired Coach, ROOOAR

PLAN

Magazine, Raspberry Magazine and more.

Create a comprehensive event launch and execution plan with your

The Ultimate Event Giveaway is a
gift to you, from me, to help you
create the most incredibly fulfilling
and game-changing business you
can ever dream of.

business owners who run workshops and events as part of their

With a background in business development and event

that I otherwise wouldn’t have had by generous people who
believed in me and what I could achieve.

As an event professional for heart-centered entrepreneurs and

dates and tasks set out for the next year

With services that cover event planning and management, virtual
event assistance, events and business coaching and mentoring,
we’ve not only got your needs covered, but you know we are in

LEVERAGE

the trenches every day and know exactly what works and what you

Learn how to leverage your events in the most effective way

need to look out for.

possible to ensure they keep generating interest, clients and social
proof for months and years to come

So... what if I said that you could have

I can help you do all of this and more!

all of this for FREE?

I N SP I RE D E V E N TS F O R PASSI O N ATE E N TR EPR EN EUR S
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DO YOU WANT TO BE OUR
ULTIMATE EVENT GIVEAWAY
WINNER?

Valued at over $4,995, the winner
will receive these amazing prizes:
1:1 STRATEGY DAY IN YOUR
CHOICE OF CITY
A 1:1 in-person strategy day with me, Jade, in one of these 4
global destinations – London (July), Paris (July), New York (August)
or Melbourne (September)

VIRTUAL EVENT ASSISTANCE

Is it your time to shine lovely?

Enter now and as always…
Happy Planning! x
IMPORTANT DETAILS
THIS IS A GAME OF SKILL
No chance plays a part in picking a winner so please show us how
much you want to win. A judging panel will be going through the
entries carefully to pick a final winner.
And the more actions you take to get points, the better!
OPEN TO ENTRANTS WORLDWIDE
As long as you can be in Paris, London, New York or Melbourne
on the nominated dates, you are eligible to enter. No matter where

3 hours Virtual Event Assistance to help you source the perfect

you live! Please note that travel arrangements are the responsibility

venue, the best suppliers or deal with the event administration

of the winner and flights or travel are at your own cost.
Paris // July 19th 2017

EXCLUSIVE E-BUNDLE
An exclusive Event Head e-Product bundle including workbooks
and templates to help your run impactful (and not to mention, well
organized!) events

A PRE-PAID VISA

London // July 25th 2017
New York // 2nd August 2017
Melbourne // 9th September 2017
PRE-PAID VISA CURRENCY
The winner’s Pre-Paid Visa card will be loaded with the equivalent
of AUD$250 to assist with any travel such as train fares or taxi’s.

A $250 prepaid Visa card to assist with your travel to the hotel

Depending on the country of choice by the winner, the money will

where we will meet

be loaded onto a multicurrency card for your personal use.

DELUXE GOODY BAG
And a deluxe goody bag, hand curated and full to the brim of
delicious, decadent and delightful products from business owners
that we love and support
IMAGINE BEING… able to host your own incredible events and
changing lives, one room at a time
IMAGINE HAVING… the confidence and know how to plan,
manage and execute your own events time and time again with ease
IMAGINE KNOWING… that your life’s work is impacting people
globally with a flow-on effect that continues for years to come
IMAGINE GOING… to sleep each night understanding the
incredible effect you are having on the world
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CHANTELLE ADAMS

I was walking out from a Zumba class one day and BOOM—I

PART OF YOUR BUSINESS IS HELPING OTHERS

had an instant download on what I needed to do: I needed to

TURN THEIR MESSAGE INTO A MOVEMENT. HOW

teach women entrepreneurs how to own their story, write their

DO YOU ENCOURAGE, MOTIVATE AND ASSIST

standing-ovation-worthy speech, and have the courage to turn

PEOPLE IN REACHING THIS AMAZING FEAT?

their message into a movement through the power of their voice.
That is when Centre Stage was born and my life and business

There are so many powerhouse leaders who are ready to heed the

completely changed!

call to lead but are unsure of how to start. A movement can feel
overwhelming for those just starting out but here are some steps I

This is work I know I was called to do and seeing the ripple effects

take people through to help them truly step into the highest version

of those who I have supported in finding their voice and having the

of who they are so they can do the highest work they are called to

courage to speak up blows my mind and reminds me that THIS is

do in the world.

how I am able to change the world, by empowering thought leaders
to RISE and take the stage so they can change more lives.

1) DEFINE YOUR LEGACY WHY
They learn how to create a DEEP why that is bigger than their fear,

So I do more than just help people find their story, craft their story

this is about what TRULY matters, this is their LEGACY WHY. This

and get booked to speak, I help them find the courage to step up

why goes beyond the money goals or list size and goes to the deep

and shine so that they can give permission to others to do the same!

work of finding what makes you do what you do, what is the core
impact, the legacy you want to leave in the world? Once you find
your Legacy Why you will have the fuel to take courageous action
inspite of any fears.

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR SPEAKING WITH US

I danced in a latin dance competition, Swinging with the Stars (I

TODAY CHANTELLE! YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF AS A

channelled my inner Julianne Hough) where we were able to raise

PROFESSIONAL SPEAKER TURNED SPEECH STYLIST,

$250K for the Hospice Society. I learned to ski at age 32… pizza

STORYOLOGIST AND COURAGE IGNITER. CAN

legs ALL the way. I spoke on 800 stages in just 5 years (this is the

YOU PLEASE SHARE WITH OUR READERS YOUR

one thing I could do all day long and feel completely LIT up still and

JOURNEY FROM BECOMING SOMEONE THAT

why I teach speaking now), started my business and went from 0 to

WANTED TO BE ON STAGE TO NOW BEING AN IN

6 figures in just 9 months, and had my first 200K launch with just

DEMAND WORLDWIDE SPEAKER?

1800 people on my list. I know maybe I shouldn’t brag about my
small list but who says bigger is always better?

I started my own courage revolution when I lost a dear friend to
breast cancer and realized I was NOT really living my life full

I chalk my success up to connection, deep service and being

out and was letting that nasty four letter word… FEAR dictate my

fiercely dedicated to others’ success, whether they pay me or not,

decisions. So I said SCREW YOU to fear and decided to write my

and taking courageous action because I know that courageous

fear list, which was a list of everything I had ever wanted to do but

action leads to clarity which, then leads to results!

hadn’t because of fear.
After speaking for 5 years professionally I realized that I could
Then in my friend’s honour I started to do everything I was

share my experience and support other change-making women to

TERRIFIED of.

step up and shine by sharing their message and turning it into a
movement through the power of the their voice.

I jumped out of an airplane (because that was my biggest fear) and
fell 10,000 feet to raise $10,000 to build a school in Nicaragua

Ultimately, I ended up doing what I do because I knew I wanted to

because you gotta have a WHY that is bigger than your fear (best

work with women entrepreneurs in some way. I loved surrounding

moment of my life was taking my family to Nicaragua to see the

myself with powerhouse women on a mission who dared to dream

school that was built and serve the community #lifechanging).

big and then make those dreams happen.
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WE’D LOVE TO HEAR ABOUT YOUR SIGNATURE EVENT
“CENTRE STAGE LIVE”. HOW DID THIS UNIQUE PROGRAM
COME ABOUT AND WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS PEOPLE CAN
EXPECT FROM ATTENDING THE EVENT?
Centre Stage Live was created because as I taught those with a big message
how to get on stages through my online group program, Centre Stage, I
would talk often about the importance of having professional materials like
a professional demo video and speaker one sheet to send to those you are
reaching out to.
Centre Stage Live is a VIP experience with 2 months of coaching and support
to help write their story and TED style speech while getting them confident
and ready for their time in the spotlight + a 3 day VIP live event hosted at the
gorgeous 5 diamond resort, Sparkling Hills! This experience includes hair,
makeup, styling all the days they are there plus a lifestyle photo shoot, shots

2) OWN YOUR STORY AND LEARN TO POWERFULLY

right now. When I focus on my one I check my ego at

ARTICULATE IT

the door and realize that every single person matters.

It isn’t enough to know what your true ‘diamond moment’ story is you must

I never want to create a movement where the one is

also get super clear on how to tell it in a way that connects to the audience

lost or feels they do not belong, I want to make sure I

in a way that leads them to not only believes your message but lives it and

continue to speak to my one.

shares it with others. Your story is the foundation of the movement you are
creating and it helps you find your way back to yourself to then find the

5) SPEAK BOLDLY: HAVE A VOICE AND

message that only you can give.

HAVE THE COURAGE TO STAND FOR
SOMETHING

3) GET CRYSTAL CLEAR ON THE MESSAGE THEY ARE MEANT

One of the most important parts of creating a

TO SHARE WITH THE WORLD

movement is to speak UP online, live in any capacity

Your story will guide you to your message but then you need to deepen it while

about the things that are important, the things that

being able to share it in a way that ignites action.

are lighting you up, the things that are firing you up,

of them speaking live on stage plus headshots, their speech recording plus a
video shoot in studio and a professionally edited demo video that will WOW
any event organizer. Then they also receive testimonials from speaking and their
professionally designed speaker one sheet and in the month after the event we
create their speaking profit plan plus so much more.
It is a total experience with amazing results but some of the outcomes that are
not the tangibles are lasting real friendships and a powerful sisterhood that lasts
long after the event. Confidence to rock any stage, clarity around your message
and the thought leadership you are meant to step fully into, it is so much more
than a VIP event and mastermind, it is a life-changing event!

the things that matter most to you and those you are

4) FOCUS ON THE ONE

leading. Any time you get a chance to speak up, do

Every time I take the stage or create anything and put it into the world I always

it and that is how you will start to attract the tribe

bring myself back to focus on my ONE, this is the one person who has been

that will carry that message out even further than you

praying for me to speak up and share, the one who most needs my message

could ever reach on your own. This is why I feel so
called to support women entrepreneurs in speaking
and storytelling because it is the ground work of any
movement, you have to be able to powerfully articulate
your message, your story and your WHY!

6) SHARE YOUR MESSAGE IN CREATIVE,
ALIGNED WAYS THAT FUEL YOU AND THE
MOVEMENT
Movements are original, they are impactful, they are
creative and when you can tap into your creativity
and feel lit up by the way you are sharing your work
then it will grow and attract and build, constantly
gaining momentum.
These are just a few ways that I help women step into
their Courageous Leadership and turn their message
into a movement.
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“There is nothing like being
at a live event to share your
message and create lasting
connections and raving
fans! Being in a room full
of powerhouse individuals
who are going through a
common experience creates
such undeniable connection
that can ultimately change
the course of your business
if you are open to it. ”
THE GATHERING OF LIKE MINDED INDIVIDUALS

you will be so desperately trying to get it just right that you will be

WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT RUNNING

CAN BE A VERY POWERFUL EXPERIENCE FOR BOTH

all in your head and not in your heart. When you can come to the

YOUR OWN EVENTS AND HOW DOES IT

NEW AND EXPERIENCED SPEAKERS. WHAT ARE

stage with the focus on your audience, truly leaving your ego at

FUEL YOUR BUSINESS?

YOUR MAIN TIPS FOR SPEAKERS IN GETTING THE

the door and showing up fully for what is in their best interest you

MOST OUT OF EVENTS THEY HAVE BEEN ENGAGED

will connect in a beautiful way with your audience and THAT is the

Nothing beats IRL connection and every time I

TO ATTEND?

power of speaking, not delivering a perfectly written speech but

bring women leaders together in a room magic

delivering a speech that connects.

truly happens. There is a depth to the experience,
a safe space to go deeper than you would in an

There is nothing like being at a live event to share your message
and create lasting connections and raving fans! Being in a room

Give tons of value through your speech but also throughout all your

online space, a feeling of being truly seen, heard

full of powerhouse individuals who are going through a common

conversations. When you are on the stage remember to leave your

and appreciated and the ability to feel support on a

experience creates such undeniable connection that can ultimately

ego at the door because it isn’t about you it is about them. I always

whole new level. I know that when I create live events

change the course of your business if you are open to it. As a

say a little prayer in my heart before taking any stage that I will be

and experiences then bring together the powerhouse

speaker I have always believed in being present with the audience

able to touch even just one life, if I can then it has all been worth it.

women I tend to attract that sisterhoods are created,

before, during and after I take the stage. I am all about supporting

Whether you are on the stage or off give, give, give.

powerful masterminds are formed, people collaborate,
change, create and rise together. I have been called

them, giving first always and developing real meaningful
Be real and vulnerable, sharing honestly in from the stage and

the master connector and I love that I can bring

one to one. We all have great BS meters and when you can

women together and spark something beautiful in them

Be present with all those who are there sharing the space with you,

speak from a place of realness others will appreciate your

that they then get to carry out into the world, the ripple

connect deeply and be present to the emotions, feelings, words

authenticity and you will become someone they know, like and

effect of these events has been beyond incredible.

shared and needs of those who are in the audience. I believe in

trust. So show up as YOU x10, be real and speak from the heart

creating a framework and know what you are sharing of course but

in full transparency and you will win the hearts of those you are

I also personally love being able to give those women

I never recommend writing things out word for word because then

privileged to speak with.

who I have supported in the online space a real big

friendships through open and vulnerable conversations.

you will just fall in love with your perfectly crafted sentences and

hug and meet them face to face, such a beautiful
moment for me, that deepens each connection!

14
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THIS IS A CHEEKY QUESTION WE LIKE TO ASK OUR

AND FINALLY, WHAT EXCITING THINGS ARE ON

COVER GIRLS. JUST LIKE MUSICIANS HAVE RIDERS,

THE HORIZON FOR YOU AND HOW CAN WE STAY

BUSINESS OWNERS USUALLY DEVELOP THEIR OWN

UP TO DATE?

LITTLE LIST OF MUST HAVES. WHAT CAN’T YOU

It is time for women to step up, rise and lead! Our voices need to

LIVE WITHOUT AT YOUR EVENTS?

be heard and we need to support each other in creating change in
the world!

Sparkly gold shoes have become my trademark on the stage. They
have become kind of ‘a thing’ and I do feel like I channel my inner

If you are ready to change the world with your voice, learn the

Sasha Fierce while sporting my gold sparkly shoes so now I make

art of powerfully speaking, be supported by other change-making

sure I have them for each speaking gig and event.

women on a mission while courageously building a business that
creates a massive impact in the world and live your life all in then

Post it Notes and Sharpies. When I hosted my first high end event,

you are invited to join us in The Courage Collective! Learn more at

Centre Stage Live I wanted to add some simple yet loving details to

chantelleadams.com/the-courage-collective

the event to make sure the women felt loved, cared for, seen and
beautiful inside and out. Each morning I would sneak in early and

You can also grab my free workbook, 21 Ways to Get Booked

post love notes on the mirrors where they would each be getting

to Speak, where I share all my best strategies. If you follow even

pampered. When I hosted my 3 day conference style event with

just a few of these strategies you will be getting booked to speak

over 110 women from around the world I wanted to connect these

in no time. chantelleadams.com/getbooked And I would

women to each other in a memorable way and so I had post it

love to have you join me in my Facebook Group to get and stay

notes in their binders and on the tables and invited them to share

connected, The Speaking Extravaganza which you can join here:

their gratitude and love for each other throughout the event by

facebook.com/groups/SpeakingExtravaganza/

writing sweet messages to someone they feel called to and then
stick it to them. Most women left with their binders covered in love

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR SPEAKING WITH US

notes. I think a post it note and a sharpie can truly make a HUGE

TODAY CHANTELLE!

difference to any event!
And dancing! I love to dance and have music, dancing and even
flash mob dances at my events always. I love shaking my hips and
getting people moving and getting out of their comfort zones to do
something they normally wouldn’t do like dance in public!

16
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WHAT DO EVENTS MEAN TO YOU BOTH
PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY?
I LOVE EVENTS. I’m an event and learning junkie!
I recently calculated in the last 3 years I’ve physically
attended over 125 days of in-person events and
trainings - not including all my online training!!! It

JOANNA TURNER

might sound nuts but I think it’s been one of the main
factors that has massively accelerated my personal
and business growth.
Personally I’ve had some of the biggest breakthroughs,
ah-has and inspirational downloads in live events,
there’s something about getting out of your normal
environment, the energy in the room and working
with teachers and healers in person that’s just

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR SPEAKING

My clients are amazing, inspirational female service based entrepreneurs,

WITH US TODAY JOANNA! YOU HAVE A

who have a drive to make a change in whatever large or small way they can,

WONDERFUL BUSINESS BASED AROUND

including coaches, healers, speakers, authors, nutritionists, designers, VAs, event

BALANCE, SUPPORT AND BUSINESS. CAN

planners etc.

I also get a huge buzz before and during events,

HOW YOU HELP ENTREPRENEURS AND

I act as a bridge between the business and spiritual worlds so my clients are

clients I’ve only previously met ‘online’, it’s like meeting

BUSINESS OWNERS BECOME INDUSTRY

usually either high achiever, A-type perfectionists who need a little woo-woo or

LEADERS?

the ultra-spiritual who need a solid business grounding. I love working with both

YOU PLEASE SHARE WITH OUR READERS

types! My work has a solid grounding in personal development as I believe
It’s such a pleasure, thanks for having me! I love
to help entrepreneur s and business leaders grow

success is 80% psychology and 20% everything else, and I specialise in shifting
money and visibility blocks, to allow my clients to focus on their gifts and not

them selves to grow their businesses. I believe to

waste more time procrastinating or self-sabotaging- this still happens no matter

be a leader in this industry you have to your true

how enlightened you are!!

authentic self, which means releasing fear, opening

transformational.

wondering who’ll meet. I love meeting people and
a celebrity! Plus I’ve met my business besties at inperson events and I am beyond grateful to have them
in my life- we have literally traveled all over the world

a laugh. Entrepreneurship can be lonely, especially at the beginning when your

together and they are a massive support in my life

old friends and family just don’t ‘get it’ so events are an amazing way to build a

and business. Plus we have usually rent an Airbnb or

supportive community that get you and you can truly celebrate with!

stay in a hotel together, go for dinners and have such

Professionally, I believe you can’t beat in-person, experiential learning, to not
only practice the skills you’re learning, but get instant feedback from the teacher
or mentor. I can’t imagine trying to do it any other way, immersion is the best

your heart and being vulnerable, from a place of

I have a gift of seeing someone’s potential and we get them super clear on their

way to learn and have it stick. There are less distractions and you can be truly

strength, dreaming bigger and surrendering into

soul purpose so they can walk a path of alignment and experience more flow,

‘in’ the work.

divine alignment and taking a few risks while you’re

through healing modalities like NLP, Reiki and the Akashic Records. This often

at it- although that’s all often easier said than done

involves deep healing of traumas and wounds through childhood, ancestry lines

I’ve also met new clients at events and met amazing people I’ve since

and I think so many people are still operating from

and past lives.

collaborated with, been on their podcasts, spoken on their stages and summits,

such ingrained fear based paradigms and not doing

even had them be affiliates for my programs. Your network in business is one of

the deep inner work that is requires that the industry

On the flip side, I am a former Chartered Accountant and teach all elements

your most important assets and you can’t beat meeting someone in person to get

can have a dark shadow side, which needs to be

of how to grow and on-line business and strategy to both newbies and

that connection.

addressed. So I help people collapse time to bring

people already having success but looking to scale up and breakthrough

forth their authentic self by helping them raise their

their upper limits.

frequency from fear to flow, become visible and
transform their relationship with money.

After so many days attending events, it was clear I had to host my own, and it’s
transformed my business and really cemented me as an authority and leader in

The amazing thing about all this is that my clients get an opportunity to grow

the industry. It takes a certain amount of balls to put on a big event, it’s a huge

themselves and their business at the same time, and often hardly even recognise

and often risky undertaking, but it was hands down the best experience of my

WHAT TYPE OF PEOPLE DO YOU LOVE

themselves afterwards. So much of this boils down to finding your true, authentic

whole life, I have never felt more myself or at home as i did in the room for those

WORKING WITH AND WHAT DOES

voice, building your confidence and then taking aligned action from that space,

3 Days, I poured my heart out and there was such love in the room. Obviously

WORKING WITH YOU GIVE THEM?

deep healing and magic happens!

it’s also a great way to add value for your clients and get an opportunity to
make new ones too.

I’m really selfish... I only work with people who are on

This is truly the most rewarding thing I’ve ever done and i get a little emotional

a mission to make an impact on the world, that way I

even thinking about it.

can indirectly help even more people!
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IN YOUR EVENTS, HOW DO YOU OFFER A UNIQUE

WHEN YOU ARE RUNNING YOUR OWN EVENTS,

AND FULFILLING EXPERIENCE TO ATTENDEES?

IS THERE A CERTAIN PART OF THE PLANNING
PROCESS OR A SPECIFIC ONTHE-DAY MOMENT

Having attended so many I knew what I loved, what annoyed me

THAT REALLY LIGHTS YOU UP?

and what creates the best experience, so I created the dream event
I wished I could attend!

The planning was fun, looking at venues, picking gifts and sponsors
and getting the branding to look pretty is all right up my street,

First we picked a stunning and inspiring space in LA, and then

but the best bit by far, was being in the room and witnessing the

everything else fell into place, we got some great sponsors like

transformations and breakthroughs, on Day 3 I bravely asked if

Lulu’s healthy chocolate and Bulletproof coffee, and I even had

there was anyone in the room that hadn’t had a breakthrough, one

branded bracelets made up, so there was a gorgeous gift when

lady put her hand up. I coached her to one, a few minutes later

everyone arrived. We worked with our vendors too, and even had

there were tears of relief. Later I found out even our event planner

tarot card readings, mini-branding photoshoots and a make-up

and the sound guy had had a breakthrough! I was so full on the

artist on hand! The first night, to make sure everyone got a chance

last day, I literally have never felt more joy in my life, I can’t quite

to mingle and network we had a red carpet drinks event, it was

describe the feeling, like my heart might have burst, I won’t lie,

so fun under the sparkly lights to celebrate and kick things off. In

there were some tears!!

addition to the teaching and breakthrough exercises I also had
special guest speakers and a panel discussion each day which

AND FINALLY, WHAT EXCITING THINGS ARE ON

were really fun and valuable, where we discussed business and

THE HORIZON FOR YOU AND HOW CAN WE STAY

industry issues. Plus a stunning guided meditation by one of our

UP TO DATE?

guest experts too. If you were one of our VIP guests we had a
beautiful outside dinner on the second night, and a chance to hang

Joining my newsletter is the best way to stay up to date, I’m

out with all the speakers. People didn’t just walk away feeling

also active on Instagram and in my Facebook Group,

inspired, thinking bigger and with some new friends but also with a

The Entrepreneur Edge.

solid, completely inspired plan for the next 6 months and beyond.
The success stories following up from the event have been truly

And my live event is back 5-7th October in Los Angeles, it will be

amazing too, from visions created and decisions made at the event,

even bigger and better than last year teelalive.com

one lady has lost 30lbs, another met her soul mate- and that’s not

Thank you so much for speaking with us today Joanna!

to mention the businesses that have exploded- and other events that
have been inspired!
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Here I was with two different degrees, and not a clue about what I
should DO with my life. I knew I wanted to help people - but I also
knew I wanted to be happy! I wanted to live life on my own terms,
spend time at the beach, and feel in charge of my own schedule. I
wanted to help people AND make money.
In grad school, we had taken the Myers-Briggs assessment and
my results were INFJ. One of the suggested career paths was
for a counselor/coach. I looked up everything I could find about
coaching - I had never heard of it before - and as I was reading all
about it, I fell in love. I just knew in my heart that this was what I
was meant to do. This was around August and New York University
had a coaching certification program that started in September. So,
I signed up immediately and as they say - the rest is history!
My business now brings me so much joy! Seriously - I love seeing
women be happy and I am so lucky and so incredibly grateful that
it’s me job! I have a vision that women are going to heal and rule
the world, and I know it’s my purpose to help 1 million women step
into their highest potential.
There’s no better feeling than when a client emails you and says
“OMG!!!! I ACTUALLY DID IT!!!!” Like one client I had who, for the
last 11 years was thinking of leaving her marriage, actually did it
after 2 weeks of working with me. Or another client who had been
complaining about her (very, very high-paying) job for years, who
quit it to pursue her own interests after just 4 months of working
with me. Or the busy CEO who was stressed with her business,
who was working days and nights - who 9 months later was off for
3 months with a paid maternity leave from her own company!

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL BUSINESS BASED
AROUND HAPPINESS, FULFILLING DREAMS AND
POSITIVITY. WHAT FEARS DID YOU OVERCOME TO
ARRIVE AT THIS PLACE TO BASE YOUR BUSINESS
ON? HOW DO HELP OTHERS OVERCOME THEIRS?

ALIONKA POLANCO

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR SPEAKING WITH US
TODAY ALIONKA! WE WOULD LOVE FOR YOU TO
SHARE YOUR STORY WITH OUR READERS AND LET
US KNOW WHAT IT’S LIKE TO NOW BE HELPING
OTHERS LIVE THE LIFE OF THEIR DREAMS?

I think the biggest fear I had to overcome was fear of criticism
and judgment. Truth be told - I am naturally exuberant person. I’m
enthusiastic, I’m almost always smiling, I give big hugs, and I’m a
super positive person. But I was afraid that if I came off too friendly
or too happy, that people wouldn’t take me seriously. I started my
coaching business when I was just 24 years old, so I was really
afraid no one would hire a 24 year old life coach! In fact, multiple

Thank you so much for having me!

friends and family members told me to not tell anyone my age

Like so many soulful women entrepreneurs, I always knew I was

because I wouldn’t make any money.

meant to help a lot of people. But as I was doing my studies,
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nothing fit. I first went to school for acting - but realized I didn’t

I would dress to look older, I even took pictures that made me look

want to be an actor. Then I went to school for education - but then I

a little older when I first started out. As I started getting clients, I

realized I didn’t want to be a teacher in the traditional sense.

realized that my age really didn’t matter. I coached people both
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older and younger than me, and they were all happy with my

The only difference now is that I don’t play characters anymore - I’m

just experienced - from the very first moment that she stepped in

services. This gave me permission to just be myself - and that’s how

just being me. That took a lot of getting used to because I was so

through the door and right up until she gave her last hug and

I got to have the business I have now!

used to playing characters and having a script - but now I LOVE

went home to “integrate.”

writing my speeches. I love knowing who’s in the audience, and
When I work with my clients to overcome their fears, I help them

why they’re at a certain event. I meditate a lot before crafting a

I LOVE doing this because I usually come up with way more

create a vision around what they truly want out of life. What

speech so that I can listen for what the audience really needs to

creative ways to engage my attendees than if I were just thinking

is their deepest desire? What do they want to be known for

hear and experience from me.

about it in terms of what I want to give to them.

really important to me that my clients are working on goals that

And finally, I also love being onstage because of the credibility

Once I have this journal entry, I get to work on 3 separate things:

actually matter to them.

it offers. It’s like instant authority to be up onstage - I have gotten

marketing, event production, and event content.

years after they die? This usually includes some tears - but it’s

many clients from speaking!
From there, we then work on their self-image and who they need

I usually gather a few sponsors so that the ladies receive free items

to be to accomplish that vision. One thing I know for sure is the

WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT RUNNING YOUR

throughout the weekend and I always do my best to host them in a

person who sees the vision is not the person who lives the vision. In

OWN EVENTS AND HOW DOES IT FUEL YOUR

beautiful location in NYC - something that impresses them before

between, there’s this funny little thing called growth that happens.

BUSINESS?

they ever see me on stage.

This is what our journey here on Earth is really about - growing
into the person you’re meant to become. And I’ll give you a little

I LOVE people! When you meet me, the first thing I’ll probably

hint - we never stop growing ;) In my book, I use the quote “As

ask you is, “Can I hug you?” So running my own events gives me

WHAT EXCITING THINGS ARE ON THE HORIZON

long as there is breath, there is room to rise.” Now - I have no idea

incredible joy because I love being face-to-face and heart-to-heart

FOR YOU AND HOW CAN WE STAY UP TO DATE?

who said this quote (I’ve done tons of searching and cannot find an

with other soulful women who are on a big mission.

author) but it is the quote I live by, and that my clients live by.

Most exciting is my 3-day live event in NYC, Soul Clarity
For a long time, a lot of my client testimonials said “Alionka holds

+ Abundance LIVE. From Friday April 28-Sunday April 30,

We were put here on Earth to accomplish great things, time and

space like no one else,” or something along those lines. Hosting

Dozens of women are gathering for three days of life-changing

time again. We are meant to grow into our highest potential, and I

events allows me to create a safe and sacred space for deep

networking, masterminding, and experiential inner growth

help my clients gain perspective, increase their self-esteem, and go

transformation - which is what I love to do more than anything!

activities that will help them increase their impact, income, and

after their wildest dreams.

influence in the world.
It also fuels my business because I believe the Know, Like, + Trust

SPEAKING IS ONE OF YOUR FAVOURITE WAYS TO

factor are accelerated in person! I fill my masterminds and meet

The best way to stay in touch is to go over to alionkapolanco.

SHOW OTHERS WHAT’S IN THE REALMS OF THEIR

1:1 clients and strategic alliances/referral partners from my in-

com/abundance and download the FREE 111 Affirmations for

POSSIBILITY (WHICH WE JUST LOVE!) WHAT IS IT

person events more so than any other marketing effort! PLUS - I get

Abundance Cheat Sheet! You can also follow me on Facebook at

ABOUT BEING ON STAGE AND SPEAKING TO AN

to reach way more people than just doing 1:1 sales calls, which is

Alionka Polanco for the most up-to-date updates!

AUDIENCE THAT LIGHTS YOU UP?

how I first grew my business.

Alionka Polanco has a vision that women are going
I LOVE being on stage. Funny enough, my very first degree was in
acting. I moved to NYC nearly 9 years ago to study acting through

HOW DO YOU OFFER A UNIQUE EVENT

Pace University’s BFA program. So while I’m no longer pursuing

EXPERIENCE TO ATTENDEES?

theatre as a living, there’s just something so exciting about being up

to heal and rule the world. An NYU-certified life and
success coach, she’s also the author of “Beyond Profit:
The Successful Woman’s Guide to a Meaningful
Life.” Over the last three years, she has coached top

on stage, with a microphone, and commanding the attention of an

I start off planning any event by closing my eyes, and putting

entire audience.

myself in the shoes of an attendee who LOVED the event. I write

performers in fields as diverse as sales execs at Google,

a journal entry as the attendee who is raving about what she

Broadway stars, and business owners from Dubai to
Australia, and everywhere in between. alionkapolanco.
com/beyondprofit
Photographer Information:
Corinne Louie | Suzanne LeStrange
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This is a clear indication that value is everything. Much like

For you this means creating a comfortable experience that is as

you would package your services to create a more high end

physically pleasing as it is full of valuable content. It also means

experience, you can package your events to provide a high touch,

delivering the promises you make on the sales page.

quality experience for your guests.

DO YOU KNOW
WHAT PEOPLE WANT
AT YOUR EVENTS?
We are currently conducting a study
into the likes and dislikes of people who
attend events and I can’t say the results
are all too surprising… but how does that
affect you?
Let’s start with some context. We have opened up a survey to professional

When it comes to buying a
ticket, the biggest reason for
purchase is the event being
a topic of interest and being
around like minded people
as a close second.

WHEN PEOPLE ARRIVE AT AN
EVENT, THEY WANT TO FEEL:
Knowledgeable about where to go and what the process is
Like they are amongst friends

THEIR TOP THREE DISLIKES WHILST
ATTENDING AN EVENT ARE:
Content that’s not relevant
A cold room
Unprepared speakers

Valued for their attendance
Your welcome is everything! As I mention in many of my materials,
make sure you plan for people to feel like this when they arrive at
your event and get things off to a great start.

How does this translate into your event experience? With
meaningful and impactful content, preparation and thought behind
each presentation, alignment of values and offerings and again, a
physically positive experience.

WHILST IN THE EVENT, THE
TOP THREE THINGS THAT ARE
IMPORTANT ARE:

Some of this may come as a surprise to you, whereas for other it
may not.
But it is most certainly a great reminder that these day, events are
a holistic experience that people are definitely willing to pay good

A warm and welcoming host

money for, but only in return for a well thought out and presented

Content/inclusions as expected

experience.

Comfortable seating

women who attend events for personal and professional reasons.

received so far.

THIS IS EXCITING NEWS
FOR TWO REASONS:

With women aged 19 - 64 responding from Australia, USA, Canada, NZ,

1. It is all about what you offer. If your expertise,

So far, 80 women have taken part and although we will keep this study open
until we hit the big 100, I wanted to share some of the key learnings we’ve

Europe, Asia and South Africa, this is a truly international study of basically –

knowledge and information is interesting to them, they

what women want!

will come along.

Right now, a whopping 85% of respondents attend events

2. Your events can provide value just by having people

for personal development reasons with 76% also attending for

with the same interests in the one room. You don’t even

professional development reasons.

have to do anything extra for that! But if you want to

On average they attend 6 events a year for an average of 3.57

and it will be appreciated!

hours each.

facilitate some free time to chat or connect, you can

If the event is important to them, they will

Now here come the big lessons.

pay whatever the price is. But ticket price
is a factor in whether or not they attend.
This is great news for you! Let me repeat that: they will
pay whatever the price is.
However, there is a big BUT here. This doesn’t mean
you can charge just anything and throw any old
content together.
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If you need help creating events that are impactful, value packed and
memorable, come on over and check out Workshop Wonderful.

WORKSHOP WONDERFUL
LITE EARLY BIRD BONUSES

Workshop Wonderful is my internationally award winning, 8 week online
program that specifically helps entrepreneurs and small business owners create
purposeful events with powerful outcomes - without needing a corporate budget
or a big team.
And if you decide to join us, there are some amazing early bird bonuses up for
grabs that are exclusive to the Event Head community!

WORKSHOP WONDERFUL EARLY
BIRD BONUSES

The first TWO people to register for
Workshop Wonderful full version will
receive FREE access to my new and
improved business course, Beautiful
Business Builders, valued at $495!
The next TWO people to register for Workshop Wonderful full version will
receive a FREE interview feature inside EH Magazine, valued at $495!

The first TWO people
to register for Workshop
Wonderful lite version will
receive a FREE full page ad
inside EH Magazine, valued
at $295!
The next TWO people to register for Workshop
Wonderful lite version will receive a FREE half page ad
inside EH Magazine, valued at $150!
View Workshop Wonderful and our payment plan
options HERE.
I hope you will be joining us and until next time,
happy planning!
Jade McKenzie

The next TWO people to register for Workshop Wonderful full version will
receive a FREE full page ad inside EH Magazine, valued at $295!
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These include;

5) A STRONG CALL TO ACTION

1) A POWERFUL DESCRIPTION

Make it very clear to your visitors that you want them to register for
your event and include a fairly large ‘Register Now’ button to make
it easier for your visitors to register.

From the minute your visitor lands on your page you want to make
it clear what it is that they will find there. This means that you

It is recommended to include the ‘Register Now’ button in multiple

include your event’s topic, time, place and whom the event is for.

places on your event page so that your visitor can register when

Describing the specific benefits of attending the event and what’s in

they are ready and they don’t have to scroll all the way to the

it for them.

bottom of the page.

To make it easy for your reader, make sure you format the page so

Remember that your event page is the glamorous invitation to

that it is easy to scan through. Another persuader is to include third-

attend you event and you want to make sure that you cover all the

party endorsements such as quotes from previous event attendees.

questions someone might have in regards to attending your event.
You also want it to look inviting and on brand with your event so

2) SPEAKER PICTURES AND BIO’S
Inviting prominent and exciting speakers to your event can be a
great draw card, but don’t let it hold you back if you are starting

When it comes to marketing
your event, a dedicated event
page on your website will the be
the first impression your invitees
will encounter. Needless to say,
your proverbial carpet needs to
be vacuumed and your dishes
put away. You want to make a

lasting impression with your event
website, and even more so, you
want to sell tickets.

Bianca McKenzie demystifies marketing strategy and
optimizes lead generation for female entrepreneurs, big

with a lesser known speaker. Regardless of how ‘famous’ the

dreamers, movers and shakers so that they have more

speaker is, a great speaker draws a crowd like a magnet and it’s

time to do what they love and be the change-makers

up to your event page to describe the speaker and their content in

they dream to be.

a way that resonates with your reader.

5 MARKETING TIPS FOR
YOUR EVENT PAGE
OR WEBSITE // BY BIANCA MCKENZIE

that it creates a sense of familiarity with your future attendee.

Include your speakers’ profile picture and their credentials on your
event page, together with a little blurb on what their speaking super
powers are.

An intuitive marketer, natural connector and qualified
teacher, Bianca brings marketing strategy and
technology together with ease.
Bianca is a regular guest blogger on ROOOAR, a

3) THE EVENT IMAGE

Beautiful You Coaching Academy guest speaker and

You have all heard the saying a picture speaks a thousand words

E-Course Launch Formula expert contributor.

and this is no different for your event. You’ll want to include an
image for your event that speaks to your audience, is memorable

She spends her time cuddling her two pups, zooming

and works when shared on social networks. It could be your event

down the ski slopes and is an avid hiker with the Inca

logo or an image of a previous event.

Trail in her back pocket.

4) INCLUDE EVENT VIDEOS
Whilst it’s not a must, videos are a very powerful marketing tool

Connect with Bianca on her Website, Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter and YouTube.

and well worth including if you have them.
If you have any videos of your speakers you can include them,

So when it comes to your event
page, there are a few things that
you can do to ensure your visitor
is wow-ed and well informed.

or you could setup a short interview with them through a tool like
zoom and upload the video to your event page. Another way
of including video could be a Facebook Live interview or quick
introduction to your speaker.
The reason for including video is that your website visitor has the
opportunity to hear the speaker and form a closer connection to
them and the topic.
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//EVENT HEAD ATTENDS

AN ABUNDANT LIFE
BOOK LAUNCH
The only thing more exciting than
a new book is the launch party!
We were delighted to attend
the Melbourne leg of Dr Ezzie
Spencer’s tour of An Abundant Life,
proudly put on by the gorgeous
Soul Sister Circle and featuring
special guest Julie Parker.
Ezzie has spent many years working with the rhythms of the
moon, refining and perfecting her practice. After sharing her
wisdom with the flourishing online community in her Lunar
Abundance Salon, An Abundant Life is now here to help us invite
more goodness into our lives.
The evening was a beautiful mix of connection, empowerment and
feminine wisdom with Julie Parker interviewing Ezzie about the
core topics of the book before opening up to a group Q&A with
the audience.
Learning more about Ezzie’s story and how she came into this line
of work, she shared how a strong moon cycle practice can help
you create a better version of your own life, with results that you
can actually see, achieving peace, stability and purpose.
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If you want to understand your cycles and connecting with the
powerful forces of transformation and learn how to work with
the Moon, her monthly cycle and the eight phases in each, An
Abundant Life is for you.
All in all it was a beautiful evening and we were thrilled to be
present at this wonderful event. If you are ready to come home
to yourself and to the rhythms of our exquisite world, here is
your guide.
Purchase your copy of An Abundant Life HERE and check out
future Soul Sister Circle goals HERE.
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WHO IS E H MAGA Z IN E?
Run and owned by EVENT HEAD Event Management, EHM is a live content
magazine that is here to shake things up and provide a one stop shop for
entrepreneurs who run events as a core part of their business.
We take a holistic view on the entrepreneurial journey and know from
first-hand experience that events are much more than booking a room and
ordering catering! They involve worldwide travel, accommodation for the
organizer and attendees, beautiful design and style on stage and in the
room, services and suppliers who are superior in quality, and fashion and
beauty that makes you feel confident and glamorous.
From luxurious venues, to nourishing food, to onsite accommodation, to
attendee gifts, to the red lippy you put on before the meet and greet, EHM
has you covered. We love a unique take on things and we love to shake up
the status quo with some creative vision!

W E S AY NO T O AL L T H IN G S
BORING // L AC KL U ST E R / / DU L L
WE SAY YE S TO A L L T H I N G S
FRESH // I N SPI R I N G / / E XCI T I N G
www.ehmagazine.com.au | www.eventhead.com.au
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